THE JEWS WAR ON EUROPE AND THE WORLD!
Jews Importing Millions of 3rd World Migrants for the Final Genocide of the White
Race
When are we going to Wake Up and start to unite together as a team, then, and only
then, can we defeat the satanic Jewish rulers of the world. They continue to keep us
fighting and hating each other, so we can never stand up as a whole and defeat them.
Real Muslims are never shown on TV. Muslims you see on TV are the Jews dressed as
Muslims, defaming them, to spread racism and hate among us. Wake up and stop hating
false enemies that the Jews invent for us to focus on. Once we unite, we all can stop
working for them, we all can stop paying taxes, licenses etc. The end of the fiat currency
begins. No more slavery, debt poverty and control.
Our nature is sovereign (we are born free) and so, obviously, God wants us to be
liberated from earthly rulers.
Every village and every town in Europe is now under attack as one million third world
immigrants, with more millions to follow, make their way to Europe in a carefully coordinated plan between transnational Jewish finance, governments, local area and
district councils and the vast criminal networks across the third world with whom the
largest mafia in the word; the Jewish mafia, has been dealing with, coordinating human
traffic with and trading in arms and drugs with since the commencement of globalism.
Focusing on Britain it is the remote areas which are now being targeted to ensure there
is no refuge for the white man in any part of the Jew knighted kingdom. The Scots
sheeple who were tricked by Jew Alexander Solomon to vote in the general election to
throw open its doors to immigration now faces the possibility that the indigenous Scots
people could be a minority in their own land within two years. Northern Ireland’s towns
are reportedly filling with young couples of Somali appearance who possibly are
migrating en masse from Ethiopia. In any case the local people are not being informed
of anything and simply have no idea whose these breeders, all of whom women have
children in prams are coming from, nor do they dare ask or even privately comment on
for fear of being called racist. In every case across Europe the immigrants are given free
clothes, mobile phones, housing and even motor vehicles by the social security agencies.
The fact that this is a carefully coordinated plan is observed by how seamless and totally
lacking in any visible element of chaos the operation is. A smooth, silent invasion with
all the potential snags well ironed out in previous test cases in chosen areas.
The indigenous white people of Europe and the white peoples of America, Canada and
the Australia’s are now undergoing the second stage of their mass genocide, a deadly evil
conspiracy which was agreed at the highest levels and in the greatest detail under the
governments of Winston Churchill and Franklin D. Roosevelt, a pact made with
international Jewish finance in 1940. An agreement which led to the creation of the
Jew-EU.

In very European country local newspapers, local broadcasters, local councils and
community organizations, major broadcasting networks and the mainstream media are
silent about the true impact and real sources of the huge invasion and assault on Europe
now taking place. All this under the cover of a news blackout of any discussion as to it’s
real outcome and effect. Yes, we see the pictures of the boats bringing tens of thousands
of people in every week, but it is all sold us to as some sort of wonderful Christian and
humanitarian act endorsed by people like the Marxist Jew cock-sucking traitor pope in
Rome, while on the other hand the great reassuring celebrities, commentators, news
anchors, comedians and figures of broadcasting behave as if nothing serious is
happening at all, or at least nothing to worry about and it is life as usual, the big party of
modern, free, multigender, multiracial, diversity wonderment just goes on. Meanwhile
the Judaized Judaea-Christian churches implore the faithful to ‘welcome the stranger’
‘turn the other cheek’ ‘love thy neighbour’ and presumably just die out to make way for
them.
And yes, no doubt we will receive little reassurances that the EU or NATO will perhaps,
maybe send forces to North Africa to stop the boats, but it is nothing more than a sop to
the stupid masses to shut down their minds and help them concentrate on more
important issues like the latest football championship or who is going to win the current
TV game show. Meanwhile the long knives of the kosher butchers are being sharpened
for
their
ultimate
demise.
And meanwhile all the apparatus of the state and entities like NGOs and charities are
taking part in the scheme, especially the councils, many of whom in country areas have
just recently centralized in order to no longer have be answerable to their constituents.
Places like Northern Ireland have completely lost any accountability with the ending of
local police forces and Mc Police stations operating in towns with no local accountability
and only three centralized offices which serve whole regions. The regime is distancing
itself from the people with the excuse of financial savings in the public sector sold to the
British sheeple as a way for the Jewish government in Westminster to be able to give tax
cuts to ‘hard-working families.’

ENDZOG CALLS ON ALL WHITE NATIONALISTS, NATIONAL SOCIALISTS
AND FASCISTS TO BEGIN PREPARING THEIR MINDS FOR A WAR FOR
THE DEFENCE OF EUROPE. A WAR TO EXPEL THE JEWS AND THEIR
THIRD WORLD IMPORTS AND A WAR TO SAVE THE WHITE TRIBES
WHICH COMPRISE THE WHITE RACE IN EUROPE, TO SAVE OUR LANDS
AND OUR CIVILIZATION FROM A CERTAIN DESCENT INTO THIRD
WORLD CHAOS IN WHICH THE JEW THROUGH HIS CONTROL OF
MEDIA AND EDUCATION WILL INCITE HIS BATTALIONS OF
COLONISERS AND INVADERS TO WIPE OUT THE WHITE RACE
ALTOGETHER TO MAKE FOR THEIR LONG-PLANNED AND LONGAWAITED JEW WORLD ORDER.

Behind the curtains of their living rooms across the length and breadth of Britain and
Europe, Jews and immigrants are dancing with joy that at last the day of the white man
and his increasingly tenuous tenure of Europe is coming to an end. The hour of
conquest, colonization and the final settlement of third Worlders in a Jew ruled Europe
draws near. Every day the images in the newspapers, in advertising and on the television
will show less and less white people as we are gradually rubbed out and rubbed off the
landscape of what ZOG considers to be ‘real modern Britain.’

Meanwhile all European governments are refusing to allow white South Africans to seek
political asylum even as they are being daily raped, robbed and butchered in their beds
by third world Mandela-style savages.
PLEASE, BEFORE IT IS ULTIMATLY BANNED AND EXPUNGED FROM
THE INTERNET LISTEN TO AND CIRCULATE ON SOCIAL MEDIA THE
MOST IMPORTANT FILM AND MESSAGE FOR THE WHITE RACE OF OUR
TIMES. MAKE SURE EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY AND ALL YOUR
FRIENDS WHO ARE INTELLIGENT ENOUGH OR UNBRAINWASHED
ENOUGH TO WATCH IT DO SO:
READ ALSO: ARMED REVOLUTION IS THE FUTURE OF EUROPEAN
NATIONALISM:
https://endzog.wordpress.com/2015/05/02/armed-revolution-is-the-future-ofeuropean-nationalism/
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